
A 30-minute adaptation for teens



Abridged to focus on Malvolio’s mistreatment, with a 
heavy dose of cultural references

5 Roles

Bring more drama into your ELA classroom with these adaptations!
*Reader’s Theatre *Staged Readings *Full Productions



Resource includes a full Teacher’s Guide with practical options and 
time commitments for using this script: 

*Informal Reader’s Theatre (1-2 hrs)*   *A Staged Reading with scripts in hand (1 wk)*
*A full production (3-4 wks)*



Wondering how to evaluate drama in the ELA classroom? You’ll get rationale, ideas, 
student samples, and rubrics based on classroom experience.

*Rubrics are 100% editable*



You also get a full summary page of the play for quick reference – or distribute a blank 
version to your students for them to create!

*Scripts are 100% editable*



Close Reading scene
*“Deep dive” into a scene for 

character and conflict
*Connect the literature to the 

acting choices
*Edit to suit your classroom’s 

needs and learning targets

Click to try The Tempest Close 
Reading for free

Your resource ALSO 
Includes:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/The-Tempest-Close-Read-Shakespeare-in-30-3583887


Shakespeare’s Language 
worksheets

*Study iambic pentameter and 
find it in your play

*Clarify usage of Thou & You 
and the impact of this choice 

on your scenes

Your resource ALSO 
Includes:



Writing Extensions
*Character Analysis 

paragraph
*Performance Review to 

promote audience engagement
*Fully editable

Your resource ALSO 
Includes:

Includes digital versions of all 
worksheets



Does this adaptation retain Shakespeare’s language?

Yes! Most of the plays in this series retain Shakespeare’s original language; but this also includes modern jokes to 

help students imagine what Shakespeare’s timely jokes would have felt like to his audience.

Can I teach this with a class of thirty students? It doesn’t have enough roles.

Yes! This resource includes ideas for addressing this concern. Generally, you’ll either have multiple versions of the 

same play performed or you’ll choose two or three plays to perform together.

Can I adapt this for younger students?

Yes! These plays have been performed with students as young as 6th grade. Students may need more coaching on 

word meaning and more time to gain fluency, but they will amaze and astound you.

Is this script editable?

Yes. All of the scripts and rubrics are 100% editable. We believe that you know your students best, so you can add 

back in lines from the original (if you have a favorite monologue, for example), or further pare down parts if you want.


